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For the last ten years I have been an employee of a school bus contractor based in the south-west 

of the state. I undertake a managerial role for the company. I have worked within the bus industry 

in Western Australia for 15 years.  

The bulk of our operations are “orange” school bus contracts with the Public Transport Authority’s 

School Bus Services (SBS) department. We operate 16 such contracts, all of them are of the 

evergreen contract model. My employer has operated school bus contracts in this area for in 

excess of 70 years. 

I wish to address the current contractual arrangements for the provision of school bus services, 

previous arrangements, and their implications in terms of service provision, service delivery, 

economic rationale and safety. 

 

The race to the bottom… 

 

In line with the general basis for the procurement of services to the government, in recent times 

the provision of school bus services in the state has shifted from the evergreen contract model to 

being awarded by means of a tender process. Whilst it is important that the government assess 

the market value of any service provided to them, I do not believe that it is the correct means by 

which to provision school bus services, particularly in regional areas. 

The last decade has seen the rise of large national and multi-national companies entering the 

market. The economies of scale and access to capital these firms bring to the scenario are 

undoubtedly more cost effective. This does, however uneven the “playing field” as small operators 

cannot survive on such low profit margins. Many of these operators have been in existence for 

many years, have intimate local knowledge and support local business. 

Furthermore, regional areas by their nature are more costly in terms of local services. For 

example, a large operator may buy tyres or fuel in bulk with substantial discounts. This not only is 

a disadvantage for the local operator, but often the economies of small communities in general. 

When these costs are incorporated into the annual expense of operating a bus service, the 

savings are immense. 

The loss of long-term, local and often highly respected operators from any area is a loss to the 

industry. Large operators also have significant ability to lobby government and bureaucrats to 

achieve advantageous policy outcomes that would not be afforded to a small operator. 

Participating in the bus industry is a capital-intensive venture, regardless of the size of the 

operation. A typical “C” class vehicle’s purchase price can vary from approximately $300,000.00 

for a basic Chinese bus, through to a whopping $550,000.00 for a vehicle of European origin with 

an Australian built body, meeting the same specification. Buses requiring wheelchair access add 

significantly to that cost.  



The added disadvantage is the fact that a small operator cannot support the expense to keep a 

spare vehicle “just in case” so must initially purchase a higher cost, but safer and more reliable 

vehicle with access to reasonably local service support. In addition, the costs incurred by hiring a 

suitable alternative vehicle when unexpected downtime is encountered is prohibitive, especially 

when such a vehicle must be hired from a competitor, with unjustly inflated prices. 

Additionally, when “temporary” contracts are let, the specifications for vehicles to operate these 

services, to be supplied by the contractor, unfairly exclude small operators that do not have the 

capacity to acquire a near new vehicle to operate a service for a reasonable cost in comparison to 

large operators that usually have surplus vehicles. This is especially true where the future need for 

the service is not certain. A potential solution for this would be for the department to maintain a 

small fleet of suitable vehicles that could be let to contractors for use on these trial services, and 

also for use when unforeseen downtime is encountered, preventing the temptation to operate a 

defective vehicle.  

 

What’s good enough for me? 

 

In 2017, the service life for “orange” school buses was increased from 10 years for class A and D 

vehicles, and 15 years for class B and C vehicles to 12 and 17 years respectively. This is at odds 

with manufacturers suggested lifespan of 10 – 12 years. Many vehicles of Chinese origin are built 

with an operating lifespan of between seven and ten years. Beyond these times, access to support 

and replacement parts becomes exponentially difficult. Body and frame corrosion is also 

significant beyond this time frame. No consideration for the actual running conditions the vehicle 

has encountered are factored, many school buses spend significant portions of their running time 

on unsealed roads. Many of these roads are often in poor condition and thus take their toll on any 

vehicle. Downtime, maintenance and repairs for a vehicle in these conditions is significantly more 

than a vehicle that operates primarily on sealed roads. A small uplift to contractual payments is 

received as a result of unsealed road running, but I would like to see a reduction in service life for 

these vehicles. 

Recent times have seen school bus services specify seating capacities for replacement vehicles 

that can only realistically be met by imported vehicles, specifically Chinese built models. Whilst the 

current arrangement forbids SBS from dictating the choice of vehicle purchased by a contractor, 

they can and have been specifying seating capacities that severely limit the choices available, 

often to only vehicles from the less expensive end of the spectrum. This is done, of course, to 

reduce the return-on-investment payments made to contractors, which is based on the purchase 

price of the vehicle. I would like to see seating capacities for each class of vehicle pre set to 

prevent this practice.  

The stark contrast to this is the fact that the Public Transport Authority specifies only high-quality 

European bus chassis fitted with Australian-built bodies, manufactured locally. Australian bus body 

manufacturing has suffered along with many other businesses during the global pandemic. A “buy 

local” policy for bus body building would certainly be welcomed by most in the industry in relation 

to buses used for government contracts. 

 

 

What price on safety? 

 



Prior to 2016, School Bus Services employed roving school bus inspectors. These people would 

make contact only a matter of days before visiting the contractor’s premises and performing 

thorough safety inspections on all vehicles. They had the authority to remove a vehicle from 

service if it was found to be defective. The fact that these inspectors would arrive with short notice, 

meant that contractors did not have time to rectify faults if they were not maintaining vehicles 

correctly. These inspectors were very thorough and also highly knowledgeable in terms of all the 

vehicles encountered. They would offer valuable advice to contractors in relation to maintenance 

and repair, strengthening the safety of any vehicle. 

The current system of having school buses inspected as per the standard 002 condition is not 

adequate. The owner of any vehicle can delay necessary maintenance such a tyre replacement, 

glass replacement or brake replacement until absolutely necessary to pass inspection. I have 

personally seen examples of neglected vehicles that only receive the bare minimum to pass 

inspection once per year. 

In addition, many AIS inspectors are unaware of the specifications of school buses, and, as such, 

many buses are passed that, in fact, do not comply with specification. A typical deficiency in this 

regard is defective climate control systems, which are often expensive to repair. 

Many contractors also operate substantial distances from an AIS station. The cost of allowances 

for these contractors to ferry their vehicles for inspection would be substantial. The current price of 

an annual inspection in the South-West is just under $190.00. If we consider that price being 

applicable for in excess of 800 buses, the total would be in the vicinity of $150,000.00, less any 

allowances for travel. The saving, compared to the roving inspectors, would be minimal.  

Despite manufacturers claims, the vehicles at the lower end of the spectrum are at times very 

poorly built. I have seen this first hand on a number of occasions. I have seen vehicles built by 

several Chinese manufacturers that have engineering aspects that I consider not only very poor 

quality, but potentially dangerous when used on the poor roads in regional areas of WA. The 

driveability of these vehicles is sub-par resulting in excessive driver fatigue, and maintenance 

costs are exponential once the vehicle is beyond it’s designed service life.  

The centralisation of in-house maintenance facilities by large contractors, often considerable 

distance from the operating district, often means that maintenance on the vehicles is below par, 

and routinely left on the shoulders of drivers with, at most, only rudimentary knowledge of 

undertaking pre-start inspections and ensuring the safety of the vehicle they are driving. I know of 

buses being driven with children on board with safety defects, simply because the attitude from the 

operator is that getting the job done is the highest priority. Given the wide geographic area a small 

number of contractors cover, I do not believe these aspects have ever been taken into account 

when awarding contracts. 

I wish to see a solid foundation for maintaining the impeccable safety record of school buses in 

Western Australia. I do not believe that the current system is adequate. The standards that were 

upheld prior to 2016 were much higher than what I have witnessed in the years since. If we 

consider the human, societal and economic cost of a single fatality on a school bus, prevention, as 

far as humanly possible, will always be the cheaper option. I do not believe that the general public, 

were they aware of the changes made in recent years, would support the current trends in this 

industry. 

 

A significant part of this foundation would provide for contractors to be renumerated sufficiently to 

purchase safe, reliable, high-quality locally manufactured vehicles and to maintain them to the 

highest level. In addition, the security of service contracts would also factor into the intrinsic safety 

of a service.  



I strongly believe this would be acceptable to the public despite the marginally higher cost. 

 

Thank you for your consideration. 

 

Regards 

Aaron Macknight 


